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[57] legal requirement. this rule applies to all firms, except for
small and medium-sized enterprises (smes) and farmers’
associations (fas), registered with the small and cottage
industries corporation, the bangladesh handloom board and the
bangladesh investment development board, respectively. [58]
legal requirement. this rule applies to all firms, except for small
and medium-sized enterprises (smes) and farmers’ associations
(fas), registered with the small and cottage industries
corporation, the bangladesh handloom board and the bangladesh
investment development board, respectively. [59] legal
requirement. this rule applies to all firms, except for small and
medium-sized enterprises (smes) and farmers’ associations (fas),
registered with the small and cottage industries corporation, the
bangladesh handloom board and the bangladesh investment
development board, respectively. [60] legal requirement. this
rule applies to all firms, except for small and medium-sized
enterprises (smes) and farmers’ associations (fas), registered
with the small and cottage industries corporation, the bangladesh
handloom board and the bangladesh investment development
board, respectively. [61] legal requirement. this rule applies to all
firms, except for small and medium-sized enterprises (smes) and
farmers’ associations (fas), registered with the small and cottage
industries corporation, the bangladesh handloom board and the
bangladesh investment development board, respectively. [62]
legal requirement. this rule applies to all firms, except for small
and medium-sized enterprises (smes) and farmers’ associations
(fas), registered with the small and cottage industries
corporation, the bangladesh handloom board and the bangladesh
investment development board, respectively.
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[179] bangladesh ministry of labour conducted an exhaustive
survey of the workforce throughout the country in 2013, which

concluded that the industrywide rate of worker absenteeism was
between 20 and 25%. the government also conducted several

more targeted studies in 2014. for example, in its industry expert
committee report on the operational review of textile industry

sector in bangladesh, released on july 30, 2014, the government
estimated that 22.6% of workers were absent in the textile

industry in 2013. bangladesh labor commissioner abdul momen
has also recently requested all factories to submit regular reports
on absenteeism. since 2006, the bangladesh export processing

zone corporation (bepza) has had a construction mission to
involve private investors in the setting up of epzs. during the
same period, it began to hold the epz master plan forum as a

venue for discussions between private investors and the
bangladesh government on the setting up of epzs. [217] bepza
also has an information communication technology mission to
promote e-commerce by increasing internet connectivity in the
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epzs. [218] prime minister sheikh hasina said, the government
had made an agreement for bangladesh to get foreign direct

investment of $200 million in the garment industry, with an aim
to export $200 million worth of textiles and garments to several
countries. [219] during a ceremony in new york in may 2014, the
president of the united states, barack obama, announced a $20
million pledge to help bangladesh rebuild its garment industry.

[220] on november 27, 2014, the guardian reported that the u.s.
and bangladesh had agreed to offer assistance of $25 million to
bangladesh to help it recover from a fire disaster that destroyed

more than 1,100 factories last summer. [221] 5ec8ef588b
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